Rapid, microtubule-dependent fluctuations of the cell margin.
Using data automatically acquired by microinterferometry from large numbers of chick fibroblasts, we have detected rapid microfluctuations in the rates of protrusion and retraction of the cell margin which were strongly suppressed by colcemid, nocodazole and taxol. Fluctuations in the rate of retraction of the margin were about twice as powerful as fluctuations in the rate of protrusion. High-frequency fluctuations were also apparent in the cell track and in measures of cell spreading, shape and speed. These rapid fluctuations were also all suppressed by colcemid and nocodazole, sometimes by doses insufficient to disrupt the majority of microtubules. Taxol on the other hand did not suppress fluctuations in direction of the cell track nor fluctuations in the spreading of the cells but it was very effective at suppressing variations in protrusion and retraction and in cell speed and shape. We discovered that much slower, larger-scale variations in protrusion, retraction, spreading, shape and speed resulted from the accumulation of these rapid, microtubule-dependent fluctuations of the cell margin. These large-scale variations in cell behaviour were also suppressed by the same drug treatments that were effective in suppressing the corresponding high-frequency fluctuations. We speculate that a function of microtubules is to enhance the fibroblast's responses to its environment by causing microfluctuations of the cell's margin which give rise to large-scale variations in cell behaviour.